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The world today is characterized by 4 megatrends: climate change, scarcity of resources, which 
are not enough for the entire population at the current rate of growth, population growth and 
the loss of biodiversity of species animals, plants and food.



REGIONAL SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY & REGIONAL ADAPTATION STRATEGY

Why is it necessary to work on strategies? What 
are the emergencies?



“Today, as we welcome the eight billionth member of our 

growing human family, we must think about the future. Our 

world is facing the most crucial and precarious moment in  

generations. People are being affected by uncontrollable 

climate change. By 2050, the world's population will approach 

ten billion. The action or inaction of the G20 will determine 

whether every member of our human family can live 

sustainably and peacefully on a healthy planet.”

Antonio Guterrez

Secretary-General of the United Nations

in his speech at the G20 in Bali (15/nov/2022).



We are well aware that emissions have 
reached high values, which are threatening 
the survival of mankind because they make 
the earth more difficult to inhabit. We have 
reached 420 parts per million of carbon 
dioxide emissions into the atmosphere.



Humanity is suspended today, like in a frozen image of a famous 

cartoon in which willy coyote stops in the air and understand that he is 

about to fall.

THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SEA IS OUT OF THE AVERAGE OF THE PERIOD



Pursuing a model of sustainable development is 

the task of large supranational organizations and 

governments.

But that's not enough.

In all the great cultural revolutions the 

task is distributed, by the regional and 

local Public Administrations, down to the 

individual citizens.



In 2015, the United Nations asked 

each country to plan a strategy 

involving economic development, 

social inclusion and environmental 

sustainability, providing for an 

integrated action at local, national 

and international level. 

The Global Agenda for Sustainable 

Development and the related 17 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

have been approved, divided into 169 

goals (and more than 240 elementary 

statistical indicators) to be achieved by 

2030.





It is only through the design of new routes of environmental, social, 

economic, institutional and - ultimately - cultural sustainability that 

we will be able to enter the future that we want to build in order to 

survive all together. The secret is to keep everything in balance.

Sustainable development is (also) an approach linked to a 

different vision of the now unbalanced relationship between 

economic activity and the natural world, in a finite system.



This is our logo, made up of 17 pantone colors from the sdgs. It is a sketchy map like the 

geographical maps of five hundreds years ago, which we hope will become a very detailed 

map of Sardinian sustainability in the coming years, thanks to the passionate work of new 

geographers that we have recruited in the region and in civil society.



The regional governance 
3 different REGIONAL COMMITTEE RESOLUTION

DGR  64/23  del 28 dicembre 2018
DGR  64/46  del  18 dicembre 2020
DGR  39/66  del  8 ottobre 2021



RESOLUTION n. 39/56 del 08 october 2021

APPROVAL

OCTOBER 2021

https://delibere.regione.sardegna.it/it/visualizza_delibera.page;jsessionid=0380B26175905AD29920320426058505.app4?contentId=DBR57095


Change management toward sustainable developement strategy (and adaptation strategy)

The path of Regione Sardegna.
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An overview where the strategic themes are grouped into 5 main topics, in turn divided into 
lines of activity and actions



THE SHARING OF INFORMATION IS NECESSARY FOR A CORRECT PLANNING OF EUROPEAN FUNDS 

IN TERMS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.

The real interesting step - unique in Italy - was that 
the Region administration built the strategy together 
with the public process of planning European funds, 
through a process extended to both public and 
private stakeholders, up to individual citizens.



Regionale comittee resolution

n. 39/56 del 08 ottobre 2021

Sustainable development is a very precise system for measuring the performance of a public 
administration. The strategy has as an attachment a report on the positioning of Sardinia with 
respect to the other italian and european regions.

https://delibere.regione.sardegna.it/it/visualizza_delibera.page;jsessionid=0380B26175905AD29920320426058505.app4?contentId=DBR57095
https://delibere.regione.sardegna.it/it/visualizza_delibera.page;jsessionid=0380B26175905AD29920320426058505.app4?contentId=DBR57095


ITALY
SARDINIA

HOW IS THE REGION OF 

SARDINIA POSITIONED

COMPARED TO OTHER 

ITALIAN AND 

EUROPEAN REGIONS IN 

ACHIEVING THE 

SUSTAINABLE 

DEVELOPMENT GOALS



For each objective and for each line of intervention, the strategy has:

- identified the context indicators, which we will use for periodic monitoring of the Strategy;

- defined the targets to be pursued and achieved by 2030;

- made explicit the pertinent references in the EU programming and the regional development program for an overall and unitary vision.





FIRST GOAL

The Sustainable Development Strategy 

manages complexity and is a

PROCESS, NOT PRODUCT



SECOND GOAL

To represent the second objective of the region, you could think to the Romanesco 
Cauliflower, a figure that contains an internal homothety, and some fractals that 
represent the modality of how a strategy can repeat itself from the infinitely large to 
the small, repeating a modality of application of sustainability that starts from the 
global level, reaches the national level, then the regional level and still down to the 
municipalities and companies. The same approach to complexity that repeats itself 
at different levels.



MORE THAN 100 PEOPLE FROM THE ADMINISTRATION OF 

SARDINIA REGION ARE PARTICIPATING IN THE CONSTRUCTION 

WORKS OF THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY100



More than 3300 presences during the

15 public meetings belonging to all civil society



Questions we asked ourselves

Who does social mediation?

How can a PA do social mediation?

Who is part of the networks?

How do you intercept the last ones?



This is an example of our communication, of the posters that we have hung and distributed 
throughout Sardinia: a call to participation.



SARDINIA REGIONAL ADMINISISTRATION HAS GIVEN A DIRECTION

NOW WE ARE IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGY

We are only at the beginning, we have indicated the direction but the real 

work begins now to implement the concepts of the strategy.



EMAIL INFO: sardegna2030@regione.sardegna.it

Find everything on the Region's website, with videos and materials in Italian and English.



CLIMATICALLY COMPATIBLE DEVELOPMENT

Fonte: Mitchell & Maxwell, 2010



Currently there is a National 

Adaptation Strategy (SNAC) that 

defines specific actions and priority 

criteria.

Currently there is a National Adaptation Strategy 

(SNAC) that defines specific actions and priority 

criteria.

Also we have since 2019 a regional adaptation 

strategy, approoved with a regional resolution, 

that should provide a comprehensive framework 

for all regional stakeholders (public and private) in 

order to assess the implications of adaptation to 

climate change in the various sectors concerned.



The process of building the regional strategy starts (born) from a European 
life project, called MASTER ADAPT, with a partnership of excellence. 
Through the project, which started in 2015 and ended in 2018, we learned 
a new trade (before we did not deal with adaptation to climate change). 
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Mainstreaming climate change strategies and actions within regional and local sectorial planning

Evaluation of future climate scenarios and impact chains, as a methodology for evaluating the adaptive capacity, 

vulnerability and propensity to climate risk of territories and communities

 

The regional document is based on the assessment of future climate scenarios and impact 
chains, as a methodology for assessing the adaptive capacity, vulnerability and propensity to 
climate risk of territories and communities



NOW THERE IS A

SARDINIA CLIMATE FRAMEWORK (RAINFALL AND 

TEMPERATURES) TO 2050



In order to define a general method, it was necessary to investigate some key sectors

- the agro-forestry sector

- the water sector

- hydrogeological risks of 

the territory



Specific Impact Chains have been developed by regional administration and University of Sassari for the 

territory, for the single phenomenon analyzed and the relevant sector.

An impact chain is an analytical tool that helps to deepen, describe and evaluate the factors that drive vulnerability 

and / or risk appetite in the system of interest.

STRUTTURA GENERALE DELLA CATENA DI IMPATTO (IPCC 2014 b)



ADAPTATION GENERAL GOVERNANCE SCHEME

A complex and 

effective adaptation 

governance system 

capable of managing 

multi-stakeholder and 

multi-level 

relationships in 

regional, sectoral and 

territorial policies:

"climate control room"; 

"inter-stakeholder 

working table“…



GOALS

Implement the adaptation to the CC in ordinary sectoral policies

(plans, programs, programming acts, tenders and financing systems in general)



Implementation of environmental procedures (Strategic Environmental Assessment immediately and 

Environmental Impact Assessment subsequently) with a view to adaptation

Implementation of environmental procedures (Strategic 

Environmental Assessment immediately and 

Environmental Impact Assessment subsequently) with a 

view to adaptation



NEW TOPICS

COAST AND TRANSITION ENVIRONMENTS

 (cliffs, beaches, lagoons, ponds)

Processing complexity to anticipate the future

URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE



Something
About
Sardinian
Green Public
Procurement 
(GPP)

GPP is an instrument (in recent years voluntary and compulsory today) for the introduction of 

ecological criteria in the purchase of goods and services in the Public Administration. Along the entire 

life cycle, goods and products with low environmental impact: reduce the use of natural resources, 

reduce the production of waste, reduce polluting emissions, reduce the dangers and environmental 

risks

Use the buying power to influence the market. A government or a private company can use their 

purchasing power to influence the market and thus trigger the process of changing the modes of 

production and consumption that is conditio sine qua non for the achievement of sustainable 

development. If the public administration uses this power, it makes green procurement (GPP) and 

stimulates innovation and competitiveness in enterprises.

GPP is one of the key issues, now and in the near future, in terms of sustainable development. It 

intercepts many objectives of the 2030 Agenda and is the perfect representation of how green 

purchasing brings together social (workers' rights), environmental and, of course, economic issues.

Green purchasing.

The keys to open up the market.

GPP is the tool for stimulating innovation.

The opportunity for dynamic companies to overcome the static ones and for the small 

companies to be competitive with the big.



PAPERS
Plan for the Ecological Public Procurement 

in Regione Sardegna

2009

DGR n. 37/16 del 30 luglio 2009 

REGIONAL COMMITTEE RESOLUTION

The regional action plan: in Italy is the first 

programming experience in this regard at the 

regional level.

It provides a budget of

€ 3.200.000,00

We start from afar (2005) and approve the first innovative strategy in 2009



Technical assistance: a boarding!

In the first 7 years in particular we activated a service of 
technical assistance for the implementation of green public 
procurement policy in Regione Sardegna, dedicated to the 
regional administration and local authorities and carried 
out by a consortium, winner of public tender.

Different activities has been implemented (informative 
seminars, workshops, technical focus groups) 

(€ 634.796,25)



INTERNAL TRAINING/INFORMATION

Joint planning of course on GPP issues

Update 

Knowledge of new realities

Comparison



Responsible for the proceedings 

Order of engineers

 Order of architects
(Framework agreement with 

professionals to carry out joint actions on GPP)

EXTERNAL TRAINING/INFORMATION

Municipalities technicians



What e how to communicate



SARDINIA BUY GREEN

a comunication campaign aimed at a rising awareness of GPP



Reward good practices



C  E  R  T  I  F  I  C  A  T  I  O  N  S 

The award is intended for organizations that stand out for the implementation of 

green public procurement.

A certification, such as for household electrical appliances, depending on the level 

of green purchases made.

We have thought of a sort of certification of excellence for the public administrations that best 
deal with green purchases, a bit like household appliances or washing machines.



We have replaced all the light fixtures of the 
public roads of the Municipalities of Sardinia 
with LED lamps. Those who fly over Sardinia 
today find it much darker than in past years, not 
because it is worse lit, but because it is better 
lit, with the lamps pointing correctly 
downwards and not upwards and towards every 
point as in the past.



Example: intervention in the AGRI-FOOD SECTOR

Regional Observatory on catering in Sardinia

Regional Table for a comparison on catering

Cooperation with associations and regional agencies

Regional network of sustainable canteens

Collaboration with the agricultural department for:



Nine out of ten purchases of goods and services for the operation of 

the region are made with GPP criteria 

(excluding health and public works).



Education for 

sustainability



It is a strategy to build and 

facilitate change through 

knowledge, awareness, 

responsible action skills and 

active involvement of the 

younger generation and adult 

citizenry.

Education for 
sustainability

It is an idea of the future and 

works for change, 

individual, cultural and 

social. It is a paradigm shift 

that focuses on values, 

particularly those of CARE and 

RESPECT, for others, for the 

commons, and for the PLANET.

Sustainability education is a cultural and socio-economic tool 

TRANSVERSAL to disciplines and organizations, involving citizens in 

the enhancement of the commons.



In Sardinia, over the past 20 years, we have created a network of educators on sustainability 
financed and coordinated by the Sardinia region.



IN SARDINIA 55 CEAS
(ENVIRONMENTAL AND SUSTAINABILITY EDUCATION CENTERS)

MULTIFUNCTIONALITY

SPREAD

CULTURE

INFORMATION

TRAINING

ANIMATION

SUPPORT

LISTENING

PLANNING

IN SARDINIA we have 55 CEAS (ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
SUSTAINABILITY EDUCATION CENTERS) that speak to everyone, adults 
and school children, of multifunctionality, spread, culture, 
information, training, animation, support, listening, planning.



We have some environmental education projects with 

schools: one is a project on plastics and the circular 

economy, one on climate change and fire prevention and 

one on the enhancement of common goods, financed by 

the region, for a value of several million euros.



I close my speech with the ability to know how to put oneself in the other's shoes: 

those who work on economic issues must be able to see through the eyes of 

environmental and social protection and vice versa, one of the ways to deal with 

complexity and create really value and public interest.

We have some environmental education projects with schools: one is a project on 

plastics and the circular economy, one on climate change and fire prevention and 

one on the enhancement of common goods, financed by the region, for a value of 

several million euros.
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